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Foreword

B

FSB views its primary mission as the
development of financial services in
The Bahamas through partnerships with
government and regulators, professional
and industry associations and members.
As always, the work of BFSB is driven by
the needs of member firms, and we will
continue to support specific industry
initiatives and partner with member
firms as we work to enhance the viability
of The Bahamas as an international
financial centre.
External Communications/Marketing
initiatives are an integral part of our
work programmes, complementing
efforts related to internal Jurisdiction
Development. Members had indicated
that periodic industry updates are
essential to this outreach, and hence the
move last year to re-launch the Bahamas
Financial Services Review (BFSR)
as opposed to the biennial Guide to
Financial Services in The Bahamas, and
to continue to complement the Review
with sector-specific Guides.
The BFSR also has served to communicate information about BFSB and
its activities throughout the year. We
thank those member firms which have
contributed to the production of Vol.
8, both through editorial input and
advertising support.
Notwithstanding the global changes
within the industry - consolidation,
regulation and compliance to name a
few - there is little doubt that financial
services will remain a highly diverse
and competitive industry. What we
are seeing, of course, are changes in
the way firms deliver financial services
to their customers and in the nature
of the relationships among providers of
various financial services. Dramatically
increased access to the offerings of the
industry and information about them

has had a profound impact on service
delivery. Customers are demanding
higher service levels, with “customercentric” models becoming the buzz
word in the sector. The challenge for
The Bahamas as, indeed, for other
international financial services centres,
is to continue to promote a culture of
excellence.
Market responsiveness has been a key
focus of this jurisdiction. The Bahamas
has been very careful to ensure that
its legislative and administrative
frameworks are continually refined in
order to retain its wealth management
leadership with its strong private
banking and estate planning industries
serving as the backbone for the sector.
With its continued focus on the
requirements of a discerning international clientele, a sound regulatory
environment, market sensitive legislation and the presence of some of the
most well-regarded financial institutions
in the world, The Bahamas is not only
a viable choice for these institutions and
their clients but is truly a leader in the
global financial services marketplace.
In this publication we provide
industry updates, written by industry
participants, and covering a variety
of sectors, such as private wealth
management, corporate services,
maritime affairs and real estate.
We invite you to visit our Web Site at
www.bfsb-bahamas.com where you will
find links to other BFSB publications,
including the Foundations, Investment
Funds, Private Wealth Management and
Maritime Services Guides.
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2007 Elections | Bahamas Parliament | National Budget
2007 Elections

Ministers of State

Elected were:

The Rt. Hon. Hubert Alexander Ingraham
read the Oath of Office and was sworn in
as Prime Minister of the Commonwealth of
The Bahamas by the Governor General, His
Excellency Arthur D. Hanna, at Government
House on Friday, May 4, 2007 following
General Elections held on May 2. The Free
National Movement (FNM) secured 23
of 41 seats. In presenting the instrument
of appointment, the Governor General
effectively authorised the formation of the
new government of The Bahamas.

The Hon. Byran Woodside, M.P.
Minister of State for Youth & Sports

Speaker of the House of Assembly:
Hon. Alvin Smith, M.P.

The Hon. Thomas Desmond Bannister, M.P.
Minister of State in the Ministry of Legal Affairs

Deputy Speaker:
Hon. Kwasi Thompson, M.P.

Shortly afterwards, the Prime Minister
appointed 20 Ministers, including 8 Ministers
of State:
The Hon. Carl Wilshire Zachary Bethel, M.P.
Minister of Education, Youth, Sports & Culture
The Hon. Lawrence “Larry” Sheldon
Cartwright, M.P.
Minister of Agriculture & Marine Resources

The Hon. Loretta Butler Turner, M.P.
Minister of State for Social Development
Sen. The Hon. Elma Elaine Campbell
Minister of State for Immigration
The Hon. Zhivargo Sean Laing, M.P.
Minister of State for Finance
The Hon. Charles Maynard, M.P.
Minister of State for Culture
The Hon. Branville McCartney, M.P.
Minister of State in Ministry of Tourism & Aviation
The Hon. Phenton Neymour, M.P.
Minister of State for Public Utilities

The Hon. Sidney Collie, M.P.
Minister of Lands & Local Government

Two Parliamentary Secretaries were appointed:

The Hon. Earl Deveaux, M.P.
Minister of Works & Transport

Brensil Rolle
Ministry of Housing and National Insurance

The Hon. Neko Carlson Grant, M.P.
Minister of Tourism & Aviation

Sen. Kay Forbes Smith
Office of the Prime Minister in Freeport with
responsibility for Bahamas Information Services
and ZNS.

Sen. the Hon. Dion Foulkes
Minister of Maritime Affairs & Labour
Sen. The Hon. Claire L. Hepburn
Minister of Legal Affairs & Attorney General
The Rt. Hon. Hubert Alexander Ingraham, M.P.
Prime Minister & Minister of Finance
The Hon. Hubert Alexander Minnis, M.P.
Minister of Health & Social Development
The Hon. A. Kenneth Russell, M.P.
Minister of Housing & National Insurance
The Hon. Theodore Brent Symonette, M.P.
Deputy Prime Minister & Minister of Foreign
Affairs
The Hon. Orville A.T. “Tommy” Turnquest, M.P.
Minister of National Security & Immigration
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And, in addition to the four above, there are
5 other FNM Senators: Johnley Ferguson,
Jacinta Higgs, Lynn Holowesko, Rev.
Frederick McAlpine and David Thompson.
BFSB welcomes the Government’s announced
commitment to ensure that the jurisdiction
remains attractive, internationally competitive
and adequately regulated. BFSB looks forward
to continued collaboration under the longstanding public private sector partnership, to
further develop and strengthen the financial
services sector.
__________________________________

Leader of Government Business:
Hon. Tommy Turnquest, M.P.
The Hon. Dr. Bernard Nottage, M.P. is
Leader of Opposition Business in the House.
In the Senate, Sen. Lynn Holowesko was
elected as President, with Sen. Johnley
Ferguson elected as Vice President. Leader of
Government Business is Sen. the Hon. Dion
Foulkes, while Leader of the Opposition in
the Senate is former Attorney General, Sen.
Allyson Maynard-Gibson.
__________________________________
National Budget 2007/2008
On May 30 in the House of Assembly,
Prime Minister Hubert Ingraham delivered
the Government’s budget for the fiscal year
beginning 1 July. The Government had
committed to pursuing a “balanced budget”
fiscal policy. The total recurrent revenue in
the 2007/08 budget is $1.490 billion against a
recurrent expenditure of $1.465 billion.
Financial Services Focus
The new Government has pledged a number of
activities to ensure that the financial services
sector remains attractive, internationally
competitive and adequately regulated. These
include:
• Maintain The Bahamas as a low-tax jurisdiction
• Continue advocacy of a level playing field
for standards to be observed by providers of
financial services internationally
• Ensure the timely amendment or enactment
of relevant legislation
• Rationalize the regulatory regimes so as to
reduce overlap and duplication
• Address the capacity building need within
regulatory bodies

Bahamas Parliament

• Facilitate the engagement of an adequate
number of professional and administrative
professionals in the legal and judicial services

The new session of Parliament opened on
May 23, with sittings of both the House and
Senate.

• Ensure that Bahamian overseas Missions,
particularly in London and Washington D.C.,
have economic officers with financial services
experience and expertise
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Mrs. Rowena Bethel, Legal Advisor, Ministry of Finance

Financial Services Regulation in The Bahamas

C

urrently, all financial services and
products offered on a commercial basis
in or from The Bahamas, with the exception
of pension funds, are subject to regulation.
A host of enactments provides the broad
legislative framework for financial services
covering the regulatory structure, the service
providers and the products.
Licensing or registration is a pre-requisite for
engaging in the business of banking, trust,
securities, investment funds, insurance,
credit union, other financial services for
profit and defined corporate services.
A regulatory structure consisting of five
statutory oversight bodies exists for the
prudentially regulated sectors 1 and the
financial and corporate service providers
industry. The five statutory regulators are: the
Central Bank2 which, through the Inspector
of Banks regulates activities in the banking
and trust companies sector; the Securities
Commission3 which regulates the securities
and investment funds industry; the Registrar
of Insurance Companies4 which regulates all
aspects of the insurance sector; the Inspector
of Financial and Corporate Service Providers5
who has responsibility for the regulation of
financial and corporate service providers;
and the Compliance Commission6 which
has a statutory mandate for AML/CFT7
supervision of financial institutions outside
of the banks, trust companies, securities and
casino sectors.
Financial and corporate services consist
of (1) all financial services offered on a
commercial basis that are not otherwise
regulated by another regulator; and (2)
corporate services as defined under section
2 of the Financial and Corporate Service
Providers Act .8 These corporate services are
defined as including the following:
(1) In the case of International Business
Companies (IBCs) –
• their registration, management or
administration; or
• the provision of registered agent services,
registered office services, directors,
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officers or nominee shareholders
(2) In the case of Exempted Limited
Partnerships - the provision of partners,
registered agent services or registered office
services.
Credit Unions, a form of savings and loans
entities, operate under the Cooperative
Societies Act, and are subject to regulation
by the Director of Cooperatives. Cooperative
Societies operate primarily for the benefit
of their members, which must be citizens
or residents of The Bahamas. Cooperative
Societies must also engage the services
of a local clearing bank for the purpose
conducting international financial
transactions.

designed to reduce regulatory fatigue that
may result from overlapping jurisdictions
of the several regulators. The Compliance
Commission under the umbrella of the
MOU presently carries out the AML/CFT
on-site examination for both the insurance
industry and financial and corporate service
providers through designated licensed
public accountants. In addition, via the
same process, the Compliance Commission
also manages the statutory on-site
examination for the Inspector of Financial
and Corporate Service Providers.11

The Bahamas’ Financial Intelligence Unit
(FIU) was established in 2000 for the
purpose of receiving, analysing, obtaining
and disseminating information relating
to the proceeds of predicate offences. It is
AML/CFT Regulation
an autonomous agency that has power
to receive suspicious transactions reports
The range of regulatory oversight for AML/ (STRs) relating to suspect and actual
CFT purposes is much more extensive than activities arising out of relevant money
the range of financial service activities that laundering activities emanating from
are subject to licensing or registration. It offences defined in the Schedule to the
includes all prescribed
Proceeds of Crime Act
financial activities falling
(POCA).12 The FIU
within section 3 of the
is also empowered to
Financial Transactions
cooperate with foreign
...all financial services
Reporting Act.9 These
FIUs in relation to the
activities include certain
same offences under
and products offered
financial intermediary
the POCA. The FIU
on a commercial basis
activities performed by,
became a member of
in or from The Bahamas,
for example, lawyers,
the Egmont Group in
accountants, real estate
2001.
with the exception
brokers and casinos.
of pension funds, are
The
Compliance
Developments to
subject to regulation.
Commission established
Consolidate the
in 2000 has statutory
Regulatory Structure
responsibility for
AML/CFT regulatory
In 2001, the five
supervision of all
finan-cial services
financial institutions prescribed, with the regulators (known collectively as “the
exception of those that are regulated for GFSR”) agreed to meet regularly for the
prudential purposes by the Central Bank, purpose of coordinating their respective
the Securities Commission and the Gaming regulatory activities. This was of particular
Board.10
importance in view of the growing number
of service providers that offer a range
The AML/CFT supervision of the insurance of services and products subject to the
sector and financial and corporate service regulatory oversight of more than one agency.
providers takes place within the framework This was also the first step taken towards
of an MOU between all regulators, consolidated supervision and a consistency

of approach towards regulatory responses.
To facilitate this cooperation amongst the
domestic regulators, an MOU setting out
the framework was signed onto by each
member of the GFSR.

of the interim recommendations of the
FSRRC resulted in the amendments which
enabled broader regulatory and operational
cooperation amongst the domestic
regulators.

In 2007 this regulatory cooperation was
strengthened with the passage of amending
legislation which enhanced the ability for
regulatory cooperation between domestic
regulators for the purpose of consolidated
supervision and, wherever necessary, for
the better discharge of the functions of
each regulator. This enabled regulators to
automatically and spontaneously share
information with each other where this
would improve the regulatory process.

The incoming administration of the Free
National Movement, which won the general
elections on May 2nd 2007, committed

As far back as 2001, the IMF was engaged
to undertake a study which looked at the
existing regulatory framework and possible
ways to rationalize it. The study revealed
that a number of options were available to
The Bahamas, although in the final analysis
the structure most suitable to The Bahamas
would depend on the specific circumstances
peculiar to The Bahamas.
In response to industry representations,
its own initial assessments and
recommendations from the 2002 IMF
Module II Assessment of The Bahamas,
in 2005 the Government appointed a
high-level non-partisan committee,13 the
membership of which included both private
and public sector representatives as well as
representatives of all of the regulators. The
mandate of the committee was to review
the current regulatory regime for financial
services and present the Government with
recommendations for a consolidation
of regulators and a rationalization of
the framework. The Committee was
subdivided into three sub-committees
which respectively looked at the legislative
framework, the structural framework and
the resources framework. The methodology
employed was to examine what currently
exists and determine what adjustments
were needed to implement a conducive and
sustainable regulatory framework that was
proportionate, accountable, flexible and
transparent.
The Committee sought an extension of
its mandate to allow further assessment of
the elements of consolidated supervision
that would best suit The Bahamas. One

The Bahamas is a member of
the IMF and the World Bank...

to rationalizing the regulatory regimes to
reduce overlap and duplication. In pursuit
of this, firstly all financial services regulators
have been brought within the portfolio of
the Ministry of Finance; secondly efforts
have commenced to engage expertise with
the requisite level of resources, skills and
experience to assist the Government in
accelerating its programme for identifying
the most appropriate regulatory structure
for The Bahamas, and in executing an
implementation strategy.
Representation on External Multilateral
Agencies
The Bahamas is a member of the IMF
and the World Bank, which have all
recently concerned themselves with the
implementation of regulatory standards for
financial services. The Bahamas’ first IMF
Module II Assessment was completed in
2002. The prudential regulators all represent
The Bahamas on associated multilateral
standard setting bodies such as the Offshore
Group of Banking Supervisors (OGBS),
International Organisation of Securities
Commissioners (IOSCO), International
Association of Insurance Supervisors (IAIS)
as well as the Caribbean Financial Action
Task Force (CFATF). The CFATF is the
regional style FATF body. The Bahamas
recently went to through its third mutual
evaluation of its AML/CFT regime by the
CFATF.
In addition, since 2002, The Bahamas has
participated in the OECD Global Forum

on Taxation dealing with the Harmful Tax
Initiative, which in addition to formulating
standards for transparency to support crossborder cooperation in tax matters, is also
working towards the implementation of a
level playing field in respect of tax information exchange arrangements around the
globe. 2
________________________________________________________

1 Namely the banks and trust company sectors, the
securities and investment funds sectors, and the
insurance sector.
2 www.centralbankbahamas.com
3 www.scb.gov.bs
4 www.bahamas.gov.bs/oric
5 http://www.bahamas.gov.bs/bahamasweb2/home.nsf/
vContentW/9EEFC8141D0EB79385257018006C32B2
6 www.bahamas.gov.bs/compliance
7 AML/CFT stands for anti-money laundering/combatting
terrorist financing
8 http://laws.bahamas.gov.bs/statutes/statute_CHAPTER_
369.html
9 http://laws.bahamas.gov.bs/statutes/statute_CHAPTER_
368.html
10 the Gaming Board has full regulatory oversight of
casinos, including AML/CFT oversight.
11 The on-site examination in this case looks at whether the
licensee is compliant with the requirements of laws other
than the AML/CFT laws. The relevant examination for a
financial and corporate service provider is in two parts
– the first part addresses obligations arising under the
Financial and Corporate Service Providers Act and
the second part specifically addresses compliance with
requirements of the Financial Transactions Reporting Act.
12 The relevant offences are:
1. Offences under the Prevention of Bribery Act, Chapter 88.
2. Offences under section 40, 41 or 42 of the Proceeds of
Crime Act.
3. Offences under the Anti-Terrorism Act 2004
4. Offences which may be tried on information in The
Bahamas other than a drug trafficking offence.
5 An offence committed anywhere that, if it had occurred in
The Bahamas, would constitute an offence inThe
Bahamas as set out in this Schedule.
13 The Financial Services Regulatory Reform Commission
(FSRRC)
________________________________________________________

Rowena Bethel is the legal advisor in the Ministry
of Finance and the Executive Commissioner for
the Compliance Commission, the AML supervisor
for non-traditional financial institutions.
Mrs. Bethel holds a LL.B from the University
of Leicester, UK, an LLM in Information
Technology and Telecommunications Law from
the University of Strathclyde, UK and a Diploma
in Offshore eCommerce law from IBLS, USA. She
was called to the English Bar in 1982 and has been
a practicing member of the Bahamas Bar since
1983. As Legal Advisor, Mrs. Bethel provides
specialized services to the Ministry of Finance in
the areas of regulation for both the financial sector
and the communications industry, cross-border
tax cooperation, eGovernment and the national
information society agenda, and privatization
of BTC. Mrs. Bethel has represented The
Bahamas on the OECD Global Forum on
Taxation since 2002. She is also a member of
the United Nations Committee of Experts on
International Cooperation in Tax Matters and
a technical adviser to the Caribbean Regional
negotiating Machinery (CRNM) in the areas of
Data Protection, Tax and Financial matters.
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Industry Developments

Measuring the Economic Impact of Financial Services

A

n economic impact assessment of the provide services to international clients.
financial services industry commissioned The direct effects of the industry are the single
most important contribution
by the Bahamas
but, taken together, the
Financial Services
indirect, induced and catalytic
Board (BFSB)
effects of financial services are
concluded that
significant.
financial services
...the report notes
plays a vital role
the financial services
The report notes the financial
in supporting
services sector is responsible
economic growth
sector is responsible
for oiling the wheels of
and employment
for oiling the wheels
other industrial sectors,
in The Bahamas.
of other industrial
encouraging investment and
improving the quality of
The study was
sectors...as well as
that investment, providing a
conducted by
providing high paying
secure home for savings and
Oxford Economics
job
opportunities
for
access to capital markets for
(OE) with the lead
firms and households alike,
Bahamians.
consultant, Adam
as well as providing high
Sacks also being
paying job opportunities for
responsible for a
Bahamians.
similar study for
the Ministry
of Tourism. This assures consistency in In its final report to BFSB, OE confirmed
comparing the contributions of the country’s that financial services plays a crucial role
in supporting the Bahamian economy. This
two major economic sectors.
is done both directly by providing highly
This “Economic Value of the Financial rewarding employment opportunities for
Services Industry in The Bahamas” study Bahamians, and indirectly by procuring from
was undertaken to obtain a comprehensive and providing vital services to other key sectors
picture of direct, indirect, induced and of the economy, such as tourism and real estate,
catalytic impacts of the sector. BFSB’s CEO and to individuals.
& Executive Director Wendy C. Warren
says, “Our objective is to have data which Key highlights of the study were:
will enable us to engage in wide ranging
communication with all stakeholders, not • Approximately 27% of Bahamian
GDP is directly or indirectly
only on the contribution of the sector to the
attributable to the financial services
nation, but also on the need for continued
industry;
development and growth of the industry.”
• Financial services support around
22,000 jobs in The Bahamas,
The OE study indicates that the direct
representing over 13% of total
contribution of financial services to the
employment;
Bahamian economy is 15 percent, but total
•
The
job opportunities in the
direct and indirect totals some 27 percent. It
financial services sector are among
is worthwhile noting that the direct economic
the best-rewarded jobs available;
contribution of tourism is 21 percent1. Of
the 15 percent direct contribution of financial • The financial services industry
generates substantial government
services, over one-third (5.5 percent of
revenues - $200 million and 19% of
Bahamas GDP) is generated by international
the tax base according to latest
financial service providers. Additionally,
publicly available figures.
many of the domestically licensed banks also
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• The financial services sector
provides intensive training to its
employees, increasing their
intellectual capital;
• The financial services sector
contributes to the Bahamian
economy as a whole by providing
access to the global capital
market and facilitating investment
opportunities, which foster
entrepreneurial spirit and encourage
entrepreneurial activities
hroughout the economy:
• Activities in the financial services
sector bring high-end customers
and high-end investment to the
tourism industry and real estate
industry in The Bahamas;
• The international banking sector
represents 26% (does not include
international services offered by domestic
banks) of total banking sector
employment, and 38% of the
total direct value added of the sector.
__________________________________
1Tourism’s 21 percent direct contribution includes hotels,

transportation, second homes, recreation, tours, retail, and
restaurants

Oxford Economics
Founded in 1981 as a joint venture with
Oxford University’s business college, Oxford
Economics has an excellent reputation
for high quality, quantitative analysis and
evidence-based advice. For this, its draws on
its own staff of 30 highly-experienced professional economists; a dedicated data analysis
team; global modeling tools; and a range of
partner institutions in Europe, the US and in
the United Nations Project Link. Oxford
Economics has offices in Philadelphia,
London, and Oxford, and provides detailed
analysis and briefings on developments and
prospects across 70 industrial and commercial sectors in over 70 countries.
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Industry Developments

Interview with Ken Mclean

Director of Maritime Affairs, Bahamas Maritime Authority

BFSR: It is now 30 years since the first ship
was registered in The Bahamas and more than
ten since the Bahamas Maritime Authority was
established in 1995. The Register is now the
third largest in the world. How has that success
been won?
In the early 1990s the Bahamas-registered
fleet was growing rapidly so that by 1994 total
tonnage had passed the 20 million mark. The
Register was working well but it was clear
that to manage an international fleet of this
size and one that was continuing to expand,
a new type of organisation was necessary. The
Bahamas Maritime Authority has come a
long way since then and has made a massive
contribution to today’s Register which is still
growing and now has a strong brand and an
impressive reputation in the market place
for quality and reliability. Last year the fleet
expanded by 6.9% and we now have 1600
ships at 42 million gross tonnes, an increase
of 11 million gross tonnes since 2000. But
however much this growth is gratifying, it is
not our top priority. The BMA’s firm policy
is to attract quality rather than quantity and
where necessary we turn away unsuitable
vessels.
Having said that, growth is inevitable
because from oil tankers to LNGs, from
container ships to dry cargo vessels, the
global economy could not operate without
shipping. More than 90% of world trade
is now transported by sea and, arguably,
with air travel and climate change now
dominating the environmental debate, this
is set to rise, not least because shipping is
the world’s most environmentally friendly
mode of transportation. In addition, sea
transport remains by far the most costeffective way to move goods and raw
materials around the world. So above all, it
is essential that shipping is safe. The BMA
already has an excellent reputation in the
shipping world for very high safety standards
throughout its fleet. And we make it our
business to listen to and act on our owners’
concerns. This kind of dialogue builds trust,
understanding and loyalty and, together with
our absolute emphasis on quality, goes some
way to explain why The Bahamas continues
to be the Flag of choice for the very best of
the world’s shipping fleet.
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BFSR: How important is it that the BMA is
based in London?
Much of the world’s shipping business is
conducted in London. The city’s position
as a major maritime centre with associated
professional services such as shipping law,
finance and maritime insurance makes it
an essential location for the BMA’s head
office which handles around 95% of the
Authority’s workload. Indeed, a large part
of the Register’s success is down to the
close relationships it has forged with its
shipowners and their lawyers as well as the
provision of a quality service. The Authority’s
influence spans the globe, from the major
shipping and shipbuilding nations to the
International Maritime Organisation, also
based in London, where The Bahamas is
one of the largest financial contributors
as well as being at the forefront of major
developments in global shipping policies.
And as well as our London base and our
offices in The Bahamas and the USA, we also
have representation in Japan, Germany and
Greece where maritime experts with a wealth
of knowledge support all our shipowners.
BFRS: Apart from the emphasis on quality, what
other factors do you think have contributed to
the success of the BMA?
Well to start with, The Bahamas is a maritime
nation and as such readily understands the
needs of shipowners. But in return, the BMA
demands quality and excellence not only
from its ships but also from their owners and
crew. The fleet is young and we will continue
to actively discourage older vessels from
joining the Register. That way we will play our
part in creating a modern safety-conscious
international industry as well as helping to
maintain a clean maritime environment.
Because of our insistence on the very highest
of standards throughout our operations, the
fleet has one of the world’s finest reputations
for port state inspections. So shipowners
are confident that their vessels will not be
targeted excessively by inspectors.
Another of the Register’s strengths is the
fact that The Bahamas is a member of the
IMO council and an active participant in
its work. As such, it has a powerful voice in

world shipping and is a major influence in
the development of world shipping policies
as well as national legislation. Furthermore,
the BMA listens to its shipowners and
reflects their interests, needs and concerns
through the work of the Bahamas Shipowners
Association.
The Flag offers a quality service but not at a
premium price. These and many other factors
have attracted a cross section of ship types and
nations to the Bahamas Register and have
contributed to its success today.
BFSR: Last year, the BMA participated at
the Connecticut Maritime Association and
Exhibition in New York. What was your
message?
The Bahamas is a proud, island nation steeped
in the history and traditions of the sea. It is
not surprising therefore that today it is a
major hub for the shipping industry. But
the country has a lot more to offer. As well
as its undoubtedly successful commercial
environment and its well-established legal
system based on English law, The Bahamas
does not have a direct taxation system. There is
no income tax, capital gains tax or inheritance tax
and as a result the financial services sector has
enjoyed considerable and sustained growth
over the years. The challenge now is to ensure
that the shipping community is as well served as
other more traditional customers. The BMA is
working closely with the BFSB to assess what
shipowners want and to make sure that the
country’s financial services are better tailored
to the needs of owners, especially those who
have Nassau registered vessels.
Bahamian expertise in the maritime and
financial services sectors together with a
comprehensive range of docking and wetberth services as well as workshop and repair
facilities make a very attractive combination
– a “one-stop” maritime cluster of services for
shipowners which the BMA actively supports.
That was my message.
BFSR: You’ve been in post now for almost two
years and have already had considerable success
in Asia. What’s next for the BMA?
It is not by accident that the Bahamas Register
is the third largest in the world and continues
to be the Flag of choice for quality shipowners.

Industry Developments
But market growth takes time, persistence
and professionalism. And above all we must
maintain our reputation and brand so that we
are always in a premier position when ship
registration is being decided. I intend to play
a full part in this continued growth.
But it is also important for the BMA to
support the Government of The Bahamas
in its drive to change the nation’s perception
of shipping and to provide more job
opportunities in the industry. As in much
of the world, the shipping industry and
related businesses do not have a particularly
dynamic or positive image. And yet shipping
is The Bahamas’ third largest industry after
tourism and financial services. So raising
its profile is quite a challenge. There have
been several Government-led initiatives to
raise awareness among school children and
students about the career choices available. The
BMA plays its part. For top-performing school
leavers there are two scholarships a year to
the California Maritime Academy, sponsored
by the BMA and the Bahamas Shipowners
Association. Other sponsorships are provided
by local companies such as Dockendale and
Teekay Shipping with graduates gaining
practical experience on Bahamas-registered
vessels. It would be immensely fulfilling to see
Bahamian cadets coming through the system
and going on to take senior positions with
the BMA and ultimately for a Bahamian to
succeed me as BMA’s Director of Maritime
Affairs. 2
__________________________________
Mr McLean came to the BMA in 2006 from
Aberdeen based Poseidon Maritime (PML) where
he was Managing Director for eight years, during
which time the company grew considerably.
PML was active in the ship management and
consultancy sectors, specialising in the marine,
engineering safety and security fields, and
with a particular focus on the requirements of
the offshore diving, construction and floating
production industries worldwide. Serving on a
variety of vessels, he started his career in 1970
as a cadet, moved through the ranks to become
a Chief Engineer in 1984 then moved ashore
in 1986. Mr McLean changed course in 1995
when he moved into the corporate finance field
with Ernst and Young. He then returned to
shipping, taking on the challenge to restructure
Currie Lines’ short sea and feeder shipping
division before it was taken over by Forth Ports.
In his previous position as Managing Director of
PML, he was elected a member of the Marine
Management Committee of the International
Marine Contractors Association (IMCA).

The Eligible Introducer Rule

By Benjamin Mushokoza, Trust & Corporate
Department, Lombard Odier Darier Hentsch Private
Bank & Trust

T

The Eligible Introducer Rule

Due diligence is the process of obtaining
information and documents regarding a
financial institution’s customers (and if
relevant any corporate entity of the customer)
and operations. Identification of the customer
or the beneficial owner is one of the key
elements of KYC requirements.

An Eligible Introducer can be defined as a
person “who can introduce a prospective
facility holder to a financial institution for
the purpose of establishing a facility by the
prospective facility holder”2.

he importance of ensuring that financial
institutions have adequate controls and
procedures in place in order to know their
customers has been recognised for years.
“Know Your Customer” (KYC) rules are
intended to minimise operational, legal,
concentration and reputation risks.

The KYC Rules in The Bahamas
For many years now, The Bahamas has adopted
several pieces of legislation and guidelines
concerning KYC principles. In particular,
the Financial Transactions Reporting Act,
2000 (FTRA) and the Financial Transaction
Reporting Regulations, 2000 (FTTR) make
it mandatory to verify the identity of persons
requesting the establishment of a facility with
financial institutions.
According to the FTRA, a facility means any
account or arrangement that is provided by a
financial institution to a facility holder, and by,
through or with which a facility holder may
conduct two or more transactions whether
or not they are so used. A facility holder is
a person with whom there is a client type
relationship and for whom a facility is being
rendered.
The Obligation to Verify the Identity of a
Facility Holder
Part II of the FTRA sets out the primary
obligations for a financial institution to
verify the identity of a facility holder or a
prospective facility holder. However, in certain
circumstances there are some exemptions to
this general obligation.
Firstly, the obligation to verify the identity
may be relieved in specific circumstances
by being exempted from having to produce
documentary evidence for verification1, as is
the case for Government agencies.
Secondly, the obligation to verify the identity
may be conducted by another financial
institution, as stated below.

Although every financial institution should
carry out the necessary verification itself, it is
admitted that reliance may be placed on third
parties to conduct KYC. In this situation, the
third party verifying the identity is usually
described as an Eligible Introducer.

As listed in the FTRA3 Eligible Introducers
are the following entities:
• A bank or trust company licensed under
the Bank & Trust Act or its counterpart in
an approved jurisdiction;
• A life insurance company regulated by
the Registrar of Insurance or its counterpart
in an approved jurisdiction;
• A licensed casino operator or its
counterpart in an approved jurisdiction;
• A broker-dealer as defined by the
Securities Industry Act or its counterpart
in an approved jurisdiction;
• An investment fund administrator or
operator of an investment fund as defined by
the Investment Funds Act or its counterpart
in an approved jurisdiction.
Counterparts in approved jurisdictions are
financial institutions in countries specified in
the First Schedule of the FTRA which exercise
functions equivalent to the corresponding
institution in The Bahamas. For instance,
Switzerland, Gibraltar, Liechtenstein or
Singapore are included in the list of the First
Schedule.
The Eligible Introducer rule exempts a
financial institution from the requirement to
verify the customer’s identity provided that this
financial institution has obtained, in writing,
confirmation that the Eligible Introducer
has verified the identity of the person4.
Guidelines of The Central Bank
For Bank & Trust companies licensed under
the supervision of the Central Bank of The
Bahamas (Licensees), the Eligible Introducer
rule is accompanied with an additional
continued on page 17...
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Industry Developments

Educating for Growth
“Education and lifelong learning unquestionably play critical roles in the
development of economies and societies.”

T

he Hon. Carl Bethel, the Minister of
Education, Youth, Sports, and Culture
says the rebuilding and expansion of the
public education system is the cornerstone
of the nation’s economic and democratic
future He says that under one umbrella, his
Ministry can devise a seamless, integrated and
symbiotic range of educational, sporting and
cultural initiatives designed to improve ‘the
whole person’, and to equip the children of
The Bahamas with all the tools needed to have
the best chances to succeed in life.

Budgetary allocations also have been
earmarked for increased opportunities
for teacher networking, improved access
to instructional materials, greater school/
community partnerships, the introduction
of Curriculum Writing teams, the creation
of a school-based examinations unit, the
use of technology to guide and support
instruction in all subjects, and at all levels and
other suitable mechanisms to strengthen the
delivery of education and to enhance student
achievement.

Realising the importance of building the
capacity of Bahamians, the Government of
The Bahamas continues to place considerable
emphasis on improving and enhancing the
core educational components of Human
Resources, Curriculum, Technology and
Physical Plant for optimum development.
“The focus of my ministry, it’s work and
mission, is that of building people,” he said,
“ We are confident that our strategy will lead
to the development of a seamless approach
to the development of human capital in the
long run.”

Partnerships

In the 2007-2008 National Budget, the
government allocated a recurrent budget of
$265 million to the Ministry of Education,
Youth, Sports and Culture of which:

The Bahamas must produce technologically
savvy individuals with the capacity for lifelong learning, says Minister Bethel.
Information and communications technology
studies are being provided in all Government
maintained schools, with a collaborative

The focus of my
ministry, it’s work and
mission, is that of
building people...

• 67% is earmarked for the Department
of Education;
• 16% is committed to the Ministry of
Education, itself, which also now
includes the Department of Culture;
• 5% is allocated to the Department of
Youth and Sports;
• 2% is allocated for the Bahamas
Technical and Vocational Institute; and
• 1% is budgeted for the Department of
Archives.
An additional $26.8 million has been allocated
to the College of The Bahamas, the nation’s
premier tertiary institution. The grand total
represents 19.9% or just under one-fifth of
the government’s recurrent Budget, the largest
single allocation made to any ministry in the
current budget.
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initiative with the Organisation of American
States assuring the training of all teachers in
basic computer skills by the year 2008. The
BEST Computerization Project which will
result in the computerization of grades 4, 5
and 6 in every Primary School within The
Bahamas, will be completed in short order.
In partnership with the Inter-American
Development Bank (IDB), the multi-phased
Support Programme for Transforming
Education & Training (SPTET) is being
financed in two phases, with a first phase
(already underway) of approximately 3 years
and a second phase of 4 years.
The first phase of the programme focuses
on strengthening institutional capacity,
testing new initiatives and establishing the

foundations for the transformation of the
country’s technical and vocational education
system. It is expected that these innovations
will benefit on an annual basis approximately
38,000 secondary and post-secondary
students, 12,000 preschoolers, as well as
several thousand students with special needs.
Minister Bethel has called for the further
development of the public/private partnership
arrangements through the Ministry of
Education. This is vital, he says, if the
educational system is to meet the developing,
ongoing and ever changing needs of the
dynamic Bahamian society.
Other key ongoing initiatives include:
• The Ministry is promoting Character
Education as a national priority – i.e.
ensuring that every child is trained in
common, ethical values and social skills.
Accordingly, the budget allocation
includes a “National Character Counts”
programme, initially to be focused on those
grade levels where the moral and ethical
precepts might have the most beneficial
and the most lasting impact.
• $3 million has been set aside for
Scholarships tenable at the College of
The Bahamas and at other tertiary level
institutions – an increase of $2.6 million
• There is an increase of $1.5 million
representing the government’s portion of
the interest payments due on educational
loans (the government effectively is
resuming the payment of one half of
the interest of the education guaranteed
loans)
• Massive structural upgrades as part of a
National Re-Investment Plan
A clearly articulated Ten (10) Year plan for
the education sector - enabling all in the
country to see that there is indeed a clear
and attainable vision for education in The
Bahamas - is targeted for completion within
this fiscal year. The plan, to be designed by
the experts in education in tandem with key
stakeholders, will guarantee that the system
of education will be better managed and that
there will be greater transparency and improved

Key Highlights of Foundations
1

SUMMARY: A foundation is a distinct legal entity registered under the Foundations Act of 2004 . Once registered, a foundation is
deemed to be resident and domiciled in The Bahamas. Foundations may be established for private, commercial or charitable purposes
provided same are lawful and include the management of its assets. Foundations are created by the will of the founder or by the
founder executing a charter which may, but need not, be filed in the Registry of Foundations. Foundations may be used for most
purposes for which trusts and companies are presently used: estate planning, tax planning, preserving family wealth, segregating
assets, perpetuating corporate governance philosophy, subordinating debts, separating voting and economic benefits, investing in
private companies with a poor economic performance, owning private trust companies and establishing charities. Foundations may
also be used where anti-forced heirship and creditor protection are important.
FEATURES:
•
The Founder of the Foundation may be a natural or legal person and a Nominee Founder may be used
•
A Foundation must appoint either or both a Secretary or Foundation Agent to conduct the necessary due diligence, provide
the registered office, undertake duties relating to anti-money laundering and counterterrorism regulations and ensure that
the foundation complies with statutory requirements. The Secretary or Foundation Agent must either be a licensed trust
company under the Banks and Trust Companies Regulation Act or a duly licensed financial and corporate service provider
under the Financial and Corporate Services Providers Act. If a Foundation has a Foundation Agent and a Secretary, but
the latter does not perform any of the statutory duties, such Secretary need not be a licensed financial and corporate
service provider or trust company
•
Where there are no officers appointed, the Foundation Charter shall provide for the appointment of a Foundation Council,
which may consist of (i) two or more natural persons (ii) a legal person and one or more natural person, or (iii) a legal
person by itself
•
The Foundation Council’s members need not be located in The Bahamas and its functions include (i) ensuring that the
Foundation and the Officers comply with the Charter and Articles and (ii) supervising the Officers and their management of
the Foundation. The Council is entitled to (i) access to the books and records of the Foundation, (ii) be informed of all
meetings of the Officers, (iii) attend and be heard but not vote at such meetings, (iv) be included in the circulation of
Foundation documents, and (v) be informed of any delegation of powers to an Officer
•
Fiduciary and other responsibilities are usually vested in a Foundation Council or similar governing body and the
Foundation may also have a protector or committee of protectors
•
Charter may reserve powers to the founder, including the power to amend or revoke same
•
Charter may appoint other officers in addition to the secretary, whose duties will be mainly administrative
•
Charter may include in terrorem provisions
•
The procedures for appointing beneficiaries may be included in the Charter rather than the names of the beneficiaries
•
A beneficiary with a vested interest in the assets of the Foundation has the right to be notified of interests, request the
Charter, Articles, any audit report, and any minutes of any meeting of the officers or the Council or other supervisory body
A beneficiary has the right to confidentiality and the officers of the Foundation Council shall take all reasonable steps to
secure such confidentiality
•
Due diligence in respect of Founder and beneficiaries required, but confidentiality with regard to Foundation information
must be maintained
•
Foundations are exempt from Bahamian taxes and business license fees, stamp duties (excepting Bahamian real estate
taxes) and exchange controls
•
Foundations may redomicile to or from The Bahamas
•
Articles are optional. If no Articles, the Act applies
•
A Foundation need only keep such financial statement accounts and records as the officers consider necessary or desirable
to reflect the financial position of the foundation
•
Foundations may be established for a fixed or indefinite period. Foundations may be formally liquidated or revoked
•
Instruments of disposition may include restrictions against alienation

REGISTRATION FORMALITIES
•
Registration statement contains name of Foundation, date of Charter, purposes and objects, date of articles (if any), details
of Founder (could be nominee), Secretary and Foundation Council or other governing body or supervisory person, address
of registered office, period for which established and value of initial assets
•
Only additional filing required is statement containing particulars of any amendments to initial registration statement
•
Foundations must have initial assets of $10,000.00 which must be maintained. (Note: Assets of a Foundation need not be
transferred until after registration although there will be a commitment in the charter by the founder to transfer the assets)
•
Foundations must have a registered office and Secretary or Foundation Agent in The Bahamas
FEES: $500.00 if registered in 1st Qtr of calendar year / $375.00 if registered in 2nd Qtr of the calendar year / $250.00 if registered
rd
th
in the 3 Qtr of the calendar year / $125.00 if registered in the 4 Qtr of the calendar year / Subsequent annual fee is $500.00
1

Amended
in 2005 and 2007
1

Amended in 2005 and 2007
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Interview with Wendy Craigg
Governor, Central Bank of the Bahamas

BFSR: How important is the financial services
sector?
WC: There is no doubt about the importance
- and success - of the financial services sector
to The Bahamas. Banking and Trust activities
account for the largest share of the sector, with
some 248 institutions having a relatively
stable asset base of approximately $340 billion
and with the banks alone contributing some
$444 million to the GDP of the nation.
There are some 99 insurance companies;
725 collective and investment schemes with
assets under management approaching $210
billion; and 441 financial and corporate
service providers. These statistics speak to
The Bahamas’ success as one of the most
important financial services jurisdictions in
the world, and clearly illustrate how these
activities have become integral to our overall
strategy to promote economic growth and
development. They reinforce the very reason
why we should have a keen interest and, I dare
say, responsibility to stimulate and sustain
growth in financial services.
BFSR: What do you see as critical for the success
of the sector?
WC: The success of the industry and, in turn,
its continued contribution to the Bahamian
economy will depend on the measures we take
to make the sector stronger and more dynamic
- generally, what we do to inspire confidence,
and support competition and innovation. I
believe there are four key points on which
we will need to focus our resources, if we
are to stimulate and sustain The Bahamas’
reputation as a premier centre for global
financial services.
1. Regulatory Framework: The quality of the
regulatory and supervisory framework is an
essential centrepiece to inspiring confidence
in ones’ regime. I believe that the legislative
environment will continue to play an important
role in sustaining and safeguarding the
progress achieved over the years, and in
building the competitiveness of the financial
services sector.
2. Innovation: In our jobs as regulators, it is
important that we strike the right balance
between the need for a cost effective and
responsive regulatory regime and one which at
the same time allows the sector the flexibility to
innovate and adapt as new markets emerge and
existing markets change.

3. Workforce - Our Knowledge Infrastructure:
People are the industry’s most important
resource. By and large, accelerated technology,
organizational changes and competition
have elevated the premium on skills for all
workers. Our ability to take advantage of the
new opportunities as they present themselves
will require us to develop a steady pool of
prospective workers for the financial services
sector. This in itself is a multifaceted task,
focusing, on one hand, on enhancing the skill
levels of new entrants to the sector, and then
providing ongoing training opportunities for
persons working in the industry.
4. Public/Private Partnership: A significant
key to the future success of the services sector
will continue to be a close public private
partnership - all industry stakeholders working
hand in hand in developing strategies to
confront the challenges that lie ahead of us.
The strategy must take into consideration
the industry’s long-term potential and
development needs and the formulation of
an action plan to help achieve the desired
objectives, and there
has to be a shared
understanding and
ownership of these
goals.

become an increasingly dominant objective of
regulators, and Central Bankers in particular
recognize the importance of a strong, stable
financial system to promoting sustainable
economic growth and improved standards
of living. The Central Bank’s work in this
area has a lot to do with managing risk,
and essentially devising safeguards to limit
vulnerabilities in our financial systems. This
clearly is the broad objective of the new capital
accord, Basle II.
BFSR: Basel II has been described by some as
being too complex and challenging and, even,
not entirely relevant.
WC: Basel II has a number of features that
will promote the safety and soundness of
the financial sector through improvements
in corporate governance, transparency and
risk management. It will also demand
greater cross-border cooperation between
supervisors, and therefore promote greater

Sustaining growth in
the financial services
sector complements
the overarching framework for economic
growth and development in The Bahamas,
and is consistent with
the shared vision of
The Bahamas as a
modern, highly-skilled
and competitive jurisdiction for business.
BFSR: What is the
key role of the Central
Bank of the Bahamas,
as primary regulator
within the financial
services sector?
WC: I would say
that would have to
be ensuring financial
system stability.
Since the early
1990s, safeguarding
financial stability has
2007 volume 8
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consistency in the implementation of
standards. The implementation of Basel II
is certainly not without its challenges for
supervisors. In a significant way, our ability
to successfully shift to a risk-based supervisory
regime will depend to a large extent on
several other factors, not the least of which
are the quality and reliability of our data and
reporting systems -- and the adequacy of our
human resources.
BFSR: Is there one theme, which perhaps has had
the most significant impact on the architecture
of financial services supervision and regulation
in recent years?
WC: I would say that has been anti-money
laundering and terrorist financing. For
us, regulation is largely determined at the
international level, and so we had to conform
to international standards and cooperate with
international bodies in the fight against
money laundering and the financing of
terrorism. However, as we all know, money
laundering is not a static business, and so we
will need to continue to update our defences.
The benefit of such vigilance is to underpin the
security and reputation of our regime - which
are all ingredients that are vital to inspiring
investor confidence. 2
__________________________________
Mrs. Wendy Craigg was appointed Governor and
Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Central
Bank of The Bahamas on June 1, 2005, having
served as Deputy Governor and a member of the
Board of Directors, since 10th September, 1997.
Prior to her appointment as Deputy Governor,
Mrs. Craigg headed the Research Department of
the Bank where she commenced her employment
with the Bank on 17th July 1978.
A graduate of St. Augustine’s College, Mrs.
Craigg attained a Bachelor of Arts in economics
and business from the College of Mount Saint
Vincent, New York and further obtained a
Master of Business Administration (MBA) from
the University of Miami and a Master of Arts
in economics from Fordham University. Her
professional training included seminars and
specialized courses at the International Monetary
Fund and the Swiss National Bank.
In her professional capacity, Mrs. Craigg has
published a number of papers on economic
issues and has served on numerous Boards,
working Groups and Committees; including
as a Director on the National Insurance Board
and the Securities Commission of The Bahamas,
Co-Chair of the Trade Commission, and as an
Executive Committee member of the Caribbean
Centre for Monetary Studies.
A career central banker, Mrs. Craigg has been
closely involved in a number of initiatives
to enhance the delivery of domestic banking
services including the ongoing payments system
modernization initiative.
14
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Bahamian Professional on
the Move

M

r. Prince Rahming of Nassau, Bahamas
has become a Partner in PricewaterhouseCoopers SA, Switzerland. The appointment became effective on July 1, 2007.
Mr. Rahming began his career in the Nassau
Office of PricewaterhouseCoopers, Bahamas
in September of 1991, as an Associate. In
September 1994, as a Senior Associate, he
was selected to participate in the PwC Organizations’ International Exchange Program
and spent the following two years practicing
in the New York office. He returned to the
Bahamas office in 1996 as an Audit Manager
and a few years later was promoted to Senior
Manager. In October 2000, Mr. Rahming
embarked on another tour of duty, this time, to
the Lausanne office of PricewaterhouseCoopers,
SA, Switzerland.
Mr. Rahming specializes in the audits of
banks and treasury companies and is cur-

rently involved in providing assurance, business advisory and compliance services to the
Swiss firm’s clients in the French speaking
regions of Geneva, Lausanne and Neuchatel.
He is also a member of the Swiss firm’s IFRS
Technical and Treasury Groups. 2
__________________________________
PricewaterhouseCoopers Bahamas, a member
firm of the PricewaterhouseCoopers organization, has a total of 6 partners and 75 employees
in offices in Nassau and Freeport. In line
with the network of member firms of PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited,
PricewaterhouseCoopers Bahamas is a separate and independent legal entity that provides industry-focused assurance and advisory services to build public trust and enhance
value for its clients and their stakeholders.
A major portion of its assurance clientele
is represented by firms within the financial
services industry – banking, trust, insurance
and investment funds.
They benefit from the
fresh perspectives and
practical advice that is
developed by and shared
with all PricewaterhouseCoopers member
firms through the Connected Thinking philosophy. Major databases
support the active sharing of information between member firms and
store details of numerous
innovative business solutions and best practices
in fields ranging from
financial reporting standards and banking to
crisis management. Its
advisory services focus on
business recovery services
(corporate insolvencies
and receiverships) and
is a key component of
making the PricewaterhouseCoopers organization the world’s largest
business recovery services
firm.

Legislative Briefs

How To Establish A Private Trust Company
BY MIchelle Neville-Clarke, Partner, Lennox Paton

T

he Bahamas has been proactive in
ensuring that it remains at the forefront
of the private wealth management industry.
Previously, private trust companies (PTCs)
were required to be licensed by the Central
Bank of The Bahamas and had numerous
requirements and limitations placed on them.
These requirements and limitations proved far
too restrictive for the practical use of a PTC
and the Bahamas recognised that PTCs were
becoming a preferred tool in the structuring
of estate and inheritance planning needs of
the high net worth family. It is for this reason
that steps were taken to introduce legislation
to more appropriately and efficiently govern
the establishment and use of PTCs in The
Bahamas.

This legislation took the form of the Central
Bank of The Bahamas (Amendment) Act,
2006, the Bank and Trust Companies
Regulations (Amendment) Act, 2006 and
regulations specific to PTCs, the Banks and
Trust Companies (Private Trust Companies)
Regulations, 2007. (the “PTC legislation”)

The passing of this legislation enabled PTCs
to be exempt from the licensing requirements
under the Bank and Trust Companies
Regulations (Amendment) Act, 2006.
How is a Private Trust Company (PTC)
defined?
In general terms a PTC is defined as a company
formed for the express purpose of acting as a
trustee of a specific trust, or group of trusts
of members of a family.

Persons or an individual
or individuals who are related by
consanguinity or other family
relationships to the Designated
Person described within the
Designating Instrument or, if there
is more than one Designated Person
so described, which Designated Person
or Designated Persons need not be
named in such company’s
Memorandum and/or Articles of
Association;

The Bank and Trust Companies Regulations
(Amendment) Act, 2006 defines a PTC as:

(b) is required to have a Registered
Representative; and

“A company incorporated under the
provisions of the Companies Act, or the
International Business Companies Act,
which by its Memorandum and Articles of
Association –

(c) is not the subject of a notice of
withdrawal.”

(a) acts as trustee only for a trust or
trusts created by or at the discretion
of a Designated Person or Designated

A PTC which complies with the definition of
a PTC under the Bank and Trust Companies
Regulations (Amendment) Act, 2006, has
a single Designating Instrument in the
prescribed form designating the individual(s)
which will be the Designated Person(s) and

Routine or Passion?
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does not solicit trust business is exempt from
obtaining a license to provide private trust
company services.
Factors to Consider When Setting up a
PTC
A PTC may be established in a manner
that is particular to each client’s needs. The
client may wish to have influence over the
PTC and sit on the board of directors, or
he may wish to educate the next generation
of family and have family members sitting
on the board of directors, exposing them to
the contemplations and consideration of the
trustee of the family trustees. He may just wish
for a responsive and knowledgeable trustee and
appoint the family’s professional advisors to
the board of directors.
There are matters however that are required
to enable a PTC to meet the requirements in
the PTC legislation and consideration should
be given to the following:
Designated Person: A Designated Person is
a person described as such in the Designating
Instrument. There may be more than one
Designating Person but if there is more than
one Designating Person they must all be
related by blood or other family relationship

such as by marriage or where one is a child
of the other. The person(s) indicated as the
Designated Person(s) are important as the PTC
may only act as trustee for trusts created by or
at the direction of the Designated Person(s)
or persons related to them by blood or other
family relationship.
The Entity: A PTC may be incorporated under
the International Business Company Act or
the Companies Act. The Memorandum
and Articles of Association of the company
must state that the company has a Registered
Representative and must limit the company
to only acting as a trustee of trusts created by
a Designated Person or those related by blood
or other family relationship.
The Name: The words “Limited,” “Corporation,” “Incorporated,” “Gesellschaft mit
beschrankter Haftung,” “Societe Anonyme”
or “Sociedad Anonima” or their respective
abbreviations shall be at the end of the name
of every company to indicate limited liability.
A PTC may not use or continue to use the
words “trust”, “trust company”, or “trust
corporation” or any of their derivatives in
its name, unless approved by the Governor.
The Central Bank will have no objection to
the use of the initials “P.T.C” in the name of
a Private Trust Company.
Special Director: There
must at all times be at least
one Special Director; the
requirement for a PTC to
have a Special Director,
however, is waived where
the Registered Representative is a licensee of the
Central Bank. A Special
Director is an individual
who has at least five
years experience in a
discipline relevant to the
administration of trusts,
which includes one or
more of law, finance,
commerce, investment
management or accountancy. The Special Director
need not be resident in
The Bahamas.
Registered
Representative: All PTCs
must have a Registered
Representative (“RR”).
The RR must be (i) a
licensee of the Central
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Bank or (ii) a Financial and Corporate
Service Provider (“FCSP”), approved by the
Governor of the Central Bank, restricted to
acting only as a Registered Representative.
The RR must provide to a PTC either the
services of a secretary, director or Bahamas
Agent and must be resident in The Bahamas.
The requirements to be satisfied to enable an
entity to provide RR services to a PTC differ
depending on whether the RR is already a
licensee of the Central Bank or whether the
entity is a FCSP. An entity which is already
licensed by the Central Bank is not required
to make any further application to the Central
Bank but must notify the Central Bank prior
to acting as RR and provide the names of two
senior contacts who will oversee the activities
as RR. There are additional requirements for an
entity which is a FCSP but these requirements
are not onerous. FCSPs must first be licensed
under the Financial and Corporate Service
Providers Act, 2000 and their license must
limit their activities to acting as a RR. FCSPs
are also required to have a minimum paid
up capital of $50,000; the capital of a parent
company will not be sufficient though the
parent company may fund the FCSP. FCSPs
are also required to pay an annual fee of $2,500
to the Central Bank.
Records to be maintained at the Office of
RR: RRs must maintain, in The Bahamas,
the following documents and information on
each PTC for which they provide private trust
company services:
• Memorandum and Articles of Association;
• Designating Instrument;
• Curriculum Vitae for the Special
Director, if any;
• Trust Instruments for each trust;
• Settlor’s Acknowledgment, where possible;
• List of all PTCS for which the RR acts;
• Verification information on the settlor,
(inclusive of any nominee settler and all
persons providing the funds or assets
which are the subject to the trust(s)
administered by the PTC), the
Designated Person(s), the protector of any
trusts of which the PTC is trustee and
any vested beneficiaries of such trusts; and
• A current share register of all shares in
the PTC
Settlor’s Acknowledgement: An acknowledgement by the Settlor or Donor of the
trust for which the PTC acts as trustee should
be executed, stating that the Settlor/Donor
is aware that the directors of the PTC are
not required to possess or exhibit expertise

in trust administration and may not have or
exhibit such skills, that the PTC is not required
by law to provide a fidelity bond, that the
capital of the PTC may be minimal as it is not
required to exceed $5,000 and that the PTC
is not required by law to perform an annual
audit. It is accepted that the Settlor or Donor
may have passed away and that obtaining an
acknowledgement may not be possible.
Ownership
A client may own the PTC himself but in
order to ensure consistency of the life of
the PTC and for tax planning purposes this
may not be desirable. The structures most
commonly used to hold the shares of a PTC
are foundations, authorised purpose trusts or
companies limited by guarantee.
Annual Requirements
As the PTC will be incorporated as an IBC or
Companies Act company it will be necessary
to comply with the requirements for annual
fees and filings to the Company Registry. In
addition to this, the directors of a PTC must
submit an annual Compliance Certificate to
their RR on or before 31st December each
year indicating that the company continues
to qualify as a PTC, the officers and directors
associated with the PTC continue to be fit

The Eligible Introducer Rule
...continued from page 9
requirement. The 2005 Guidelines states that
when the Eligible Introducer rule is applicable,
Licensees are required to receive copies of the
identification documentation within 30 days
of receipt of the written confirmation from
the Eligible Introducer5. It is worth noting
that the Central Bank recently waived this
period, in certain specific circumstances
where company incorporation or registered
agent/office services are provided to Eligible
Introducers who are part of the Licensee’s
financial group6.
Concerned Transactions
The FTRA mentions three situations where
the Eligible Introducer rule is applicable:
1. A person conducts an occasional
transaction by, through or with a financial
institution7 which is unable to readily
determine whether or not the transaction
involves funds, because the funds involved
in the transaction are deposited by the
person into a facility provided by an Eligible
Introducer8 ;

and proper persons and the PTC continues to
comply with the applicable requirements.
Additionally, the Central Bank will forward a
fee invoice to the RR for each PTC which it
acts as RR for in the amount of $5,000 which
must be paid by January 31st each year.
As a PTC is not required to be licensed by the
Central Bank, it is the RR that maintains the
nexus to the Central Bank in relation to the
PTC, the RR being either a licensee of the
Central Bank or approved by the Central
Bank. As a result PTCs experience an indirect
light touch regulatory and supervisory
oversight which does not become invasive in
their operations as the Central Bank relies on
the RR to oversee the activities of the PTC
and can request certain information on the
PTC from the RR.
The RR is required to certify to the Central
Bank within six (6) months of the date of
coming into force of the PTC legislation that
the PTC qualifies for an exemption to the
licensing requirements or, where the PTC is
established after the passing of the legislation,
the RR must certify to the Central Bank that
the PTC meets the requirements to be exempt
from licensing within three (3) months of
the incorporation of the PTC. The Central
Bank may however extend the time periods
for these certifications for a period of no more
than twelve (12) months.

The Government of The Bahamas, The
Central Bank and private industry have
worked closely together on the drafting of
the PTC legislation in The Bahamas which
has proven to make the PTC another efficient
and effective tool in the structuring of estate
and inheritance planning needs of the high
net worth family in The Bahamas. 2
_________________________________
Michelle Neville-Clarke, a Partner at Lennox
Paton, was called to the Bar in England and
Wales and The Bahamas in 1999. In the firm’s
Financial Services Group Michelle specialises
in investment funds, corporate law, securities,
estate planning, and immigration and in
advising financial institutions generally. She
has written numerous articles in connection
with financial services products in The
Bahamas, including the Foundations Act, the
Purpose Trusts Act, the Segregated Accounts
Companies Act, and the amendments to the
IBC and Investment Funds Acts. These have
appeared in publications such as Butterworth’s,
International Financial Law Review and the
International Law Review. Michelle presented
on Foundations Law in The Bahamas at the
2006 Legalease conference.
Michelle has been actively involved with
BFSB as a Director, as well as serving as a
member of the Funds Sector Working Group
and its Investment Advisor Sub Group, the
Foundations Working Group, and Industry
Awards Committee.

2. An occasional transaction is conducted
by an Eligible Introducer on behalf of
another person9.

3 Section 2 (3) & Section 2 (1) of the FTRA
4 Section 7 (2) of the FTRR

3. A transaction is conducted by facility
holders through the facilities of an Eligible
Introducer on behalf of a third party10.

(January 30, 2007) Re: Reliance on third parties to conduct
KYC on Customers
7 As defined in the Section 3 of the FTRA
8 Section 7 (2) of the FTRA
9 Section 8 (6) of the FTRA
10 Section 9 (6) of the FTRA
11 Section 11 of the FTRA

Moreover, if the transaction is conducted
through an Eligible Introducer’s facility,
the financial institution exempted from the
verification shall take the necessary steps to
confirm the existence of the facility11.
Conclusion
The Eligible Introducer rule reconciles KYC
requirements with the need for flexibility
especially relevant for entities with partnerships
or those with office in various jurisdictions
that have established arrangements to provide
certain services. This flexible approach equips
the Bahamian finance industry with tools to
remain positioned as an attractive financial
jurisdiction. 2
_____________________________________
1 Regulation 5A of FTRR
2 “Exemptions from primary obligation to verify identity”,

document from the Compliance Commission website

5 No 119 & s. of the Central Bank Guidelines
6 Guidance Notice of The Central Bank of The Bahamas

_____________________________________

Benjamin Mushokoza holds a law degree from
the University of Louvain - Belgium and a
Master in Business Law from the University
of Geneva - Switzerland. He is working in the
Trust & Corporate Department of Lombard
Odier Darier Hentsch Private Bank & Trust.
Lombard Odier Darier Hentsch Private Bank
& Trust has been present in Nassau since 1979.
The Bank provides a wide range of services for
High Net Worth Individuals including wealth
management as well as trust and corporate
services. Founded in 1796, Lombard Odier
Darier Hentsch is present in 17 countries
throughout the world and is one of the largest
firms of private bankers in Switzerland and
in Europe.
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Amendments to the Foundations Act, 2004
By Heather L. Thompson, Partner, Higgs & Johnson
& Christie E. Cash, Clerk, Higgs & Johnson

T

he Foundations Act, 2004 (the “Act”)
defines a foundation (the “Foundation”)
as an entity, established by a Certificate of
Registration. The Foundation charter (the
“Charter”) creates a Foundation that is
resident and domiciled in The Bahamas. The
Foundation is a vehicle used for holding assets
for the benefit of a person(s) or purposes.
These assets are endowed to the Foundation
to be managed in accordance with the objects
or purposes specified in the Charter.
The Foundations (Amendment) Act, 2007
(the “Amendment”) came into force on May
1, 2007. The Amendment fleshes out the
provisions of the Act, corrects typographical
errors as well as eliminates unnecessary
provisions. Some of the more important
amendments relate to the appointment of a
Foundation agent (the “Foundation agent”),
the compulsory nature of the Foundation
Council (the “Council”) in the absence of
officers, and the rights of a beneficiary.
Amendments
Disclosure of Public Information
The names and addresses of the founder and
members of the foundation council will be
kept at the registered office of the foundation
and not be a matter of public record.
Foundation Agent
The Foundation agent shall be a duly licensed
financial and corporate service provider (the
“FCSP”) under the Financial and Corporate
Services Providers Act or a licensed trust
company under the Banks and Trust
Companies Regulation Act, but shall not be
an officer of the Foundation (the “Officer(s)”).
The appointment of a person as Foundation
agent may not be assigned.
The Foundation agent shall have the same
duties and responsibilities as the secretary of
the Foundation (the “Secretary”) relating to
anti-money laundering and counterterrorism
regulations and ensuring that the foundation
complies with statutory requirements. In the
event a Foundation has a Foundation agent
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and a Secretary who does not perform any
of the statutory duties prescribed by the act,
such Secretary need not be a licensed FCSP
or trust company under the Amendment.
A foundation agent can be excluded from
all liability except for fraud and willful
misconduct, whereas an officer or council
member cannot be excluded for liability
arising in respect of any acts or omissions of
such persons due to fraud, gross negligence,
willful misconduct or dishonesty on the part
of any of them.
Foundation Council
Under the Act, the appointment of a
Foundation Council (the “Council”) is
optional. However, where there are no
officers appointed, the Amendment requires
that the Charter provide for the appointment
of a Council. Such Council may consist of
(i) two or more natural persons (ii) a legal
person and one or more natural person, or
(iii) a legal person by itself. It should be
noted that Council members need not be
located in The Bahamas.
The functions of the Council are similar
to those of directors of a company. They
include ensuring that the Foundation and
the Officers comply with the Charter and
articles (the “Articles”) and supervising
the Officers and their management of the
Foundation. In addition, the Council is
entitled to (i) access to the books and records
of the Foundation, (ii) be informed of all
meetings of the Officers, (iii) attend and be
heard but not vote at such meetings, (iv) be
included in the circulation of Foundation
documents, and (v) be informed of any
delegation of powers to an Officer.
Rights of a beneficiary
The Amendment provides for a beneficiary of
a foundation who has a vested interest in the
assets of the Foundation the right to request
certain information. Such information
includes the Charter, the Articles, any audit
report, and any minutes of any meeting of the
officers or the Council or other supervisory

body. In addition, the Amendment allows
for information or documents relating to the
vested interest of the beneficiary in which
the terms of the foundation or any exercise
of power or discretion are to be found and
all financial statements of the Foundation as
they relate to the said beneficiary’s interest
to be viewed.
The Amendment also gives a beneficiary
the right to confidentiality. The officers
of the Council, whether upon request of
the other beneficiaries or in the officers’
absolute discretion, shall take all reasonable
steps to secure the confidentiality of
other beneficiaries when disclosing the
aforementioned information to a beneficiary.
Information cannot be disclosed to a third
party without the express or implied consent
of a beneficiary. If a beneficiary is a minor
or incapacitated, the consent of a parent or
legal guardian will be required.
Funding a Foundation
Previously, it seemed that assets of at
least US$10,000 had to be transferred to
the foundation before it was registered.
This caused some practical difficulty in
establishing the foundation because many
banks do not wish to open an account for
a foundation until it is registered. The
amendment makes it clear that assets need not
be transferred until after registration although
there will be a commitment in the charter by
the founder to transfer the assets.
Financial Records
The form in which financial statements
must be kept has been greatly simplified. A
foundation need only keep such financial
statement accounts and records as the officers
consider necessary or desirable to reflect the
financial position of the foundation.
Model Charter
Given the fact that many practitioners are
now more familiar with foundations, and
also to reflect the proposed changes in the
legislation, a revised version of the charter
replaces the existing model.

Winding Up Rules
Winding Up Rules for Foundations were promulgated on 7th
February, 2007. 2
_________________________________
Heather L. Thompson is a partner at Higgs & Johnson in Nassau
with extensive experience in foundations, international trust and
company administration, counselling individual and corporate
clients on the creation of trusts and ownership structures, and
giving advice to trust compvvanies on the development of new
services and issues arising in trust administration. She has served
as a consultant on several important pieces of financial services
legislation, including Acts relating to Purpose Trust Foundations
and Private Trust Companies. Her practice also includes wills,
applications for probate, estates administration, issues in company
law and international commercial contracts. Heather is a founding
member and past chairperson of the Society of Trust and Estate
Practitioners (STEP) in The Bahamas and a former member of
STEP’s Council. In 2003 the Bahamas Financial Services Board
named her Executive of the Year.
Christie E. Cash has worked as a Legal Clerk in the Private Client
& Wealth Management and Real Estate & Development groups
at Higgs & Johnson since 2005. She holds a Bachelor of Science
(BSc) degree in Business Administration (Management) from
Xavier University of Louisiana (2001) and a Masters degree in
International Business (MIB) from Florida International University
(2002). In 2005 she earned a Juris Doctor (JD) degree from Barry
University Dwayne O. Andreas School of Law (2005).

2007 BFSB Board of Directors: Michael Allen (Chairman); Mark Barratt; Earl Cash; Christian Coquoz; Alan Davidson; Michael Farrant (Secretary);
Anthony Ferguson; Craig Gomez (Deputy Chairman); Miguel Gonzalez; Dennis Govan; Michelle Neville-Clarke; Andrew Raenden; Andreas Rentschler;
Charlene Storr; David Sussman; Michele Thompson (Treasurer); William Whitaker and Paul Winder.
Industry Association Representatives Serving on BFSB’s Board of Directors:
Mr. Jan Mezulanik - Association of International Banks & Trust Companies (AIBT)
Mrs. Cherise Cox-Nottage - Bahamas Association of Compliance Officers (BACO)
Mrs. Ivylyn Cassar - Bahamas Association of Securities Dealers (BASD)
Mr. Wayne Munroe - Bahamas Bar Association (BBA)
Mr. Peter Muscroft - Bahamas General Insurance Association (BGIA)
Mr. Danny Ferguson - Bahamas Institute of Chartered Accountants (BICA)
Ms. Suzanne Black - Bahamas Real Estate Association (BREA)
Ms. Kristina Fox - CFA Society of The Bahamas (CFASB)
Mr. Paul Winder - Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners (STEP)
Wendy Warren, in her capacity as BFSB’s CEO & Executive Director, serves as a permanent representative on the Board.
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Corporate Services - Backbone of the
Bahamas Financial Sector

By Yolanda Coakley, Manager, Trident Corporate Services (Bahamas) Limited

T

he provision of Corporate Services in The
Bahamas is a key component of our overall
Financial Services industry. Corporate Services
go hand in hand with the various Financial
Services industries such as the Securities
industry and the Banking and Trust industries.
Indeed, Corporate Services are the backbone
of any financial services industry with few
international transactions undertaken today
that do not involve the use of one or more
corporate entities.
International Business Companies
Corporate Services in the Bahamas principally
involves the incorporation and management
of International Business Companies (IBCs)
pursuant to the International Business
Companies Act, 2000 (IBC Act).
IBCs are versatile and adaptable and have
many uses. Currently, their most frequent
uses involve estate planning, private portfolio
holding and trading, property holding and as
investment funds.
Some of the more attractive features of the
IBC include:
• A Minimum of one Director and one
Shareholder
• No Requirement to file annual returns
or financial statements
• The exemption of the company and
its shareholders from all Bahamian
taxes and duties.

Registered Agent. However, there are additional
services the Registered Agent can provide to
assist the company’s owners in the structuring
of the administration of the company. For
example, Registered Agent can provide directors
for the company, either in person or using
corporate director.
Another option available to company owners
is the utilisation of Nominee Shareholder
services. This generally takes two forms.
A simple Nominee Agreement can be used
whereby the shares of the company are held
on behalf of the client in nominee form. An
alternative is for the shares to be held subject
to a bare trust in terms of which shares are held
in trust on behalf of the shareholders as the
Primary Beneficiaries and upon their death,
for the Secondary Beneficiaries in proportions
outlined in the bare trust.
Know Your Customer Requirements
It is worthwhile noting that the Registered
Agent must complete due diligence
requirements as prescribed by legislation and
guidelines. The focus of these due diligence
efforts is on shareholders, beneficial owners
and directors.
Ongoing Administration Requirements

Limited Liability Companies and Companies
Limited by Guarantee which traditionally have
been used where special planning requirements
are present also can be incorporated under
the Act.

After an IBC has been incorporated there are
a number of items that may be needed from
time to time and are readily available from The
Bahamas Registry. These items include, but are
not limited to, Certificates of Good Standing,
Certificates of Tax Exemption and Registry
certified copies of constitutive documents
such as Certificates of Incorporation and
Memorandum & Articles of Association.
Additionally, changes to the constitutive
documents of the company can be effected
by making filings with the Registry. Changes
that can be easily effected are change in the
company’s name, change in share capital or
changes to the company’s Memorandum &
Articles of Association.

Flexibility of Administration

Emigration and Immigration of Companies

IBC owners have a number of local options
available to them in terms of company
administration. They can choose to simply
utilise the services of an agent to act only in
the capacity of statutory Registered Office and

The IBC Act also allows for the continuation
into The Bahamas of companies from other
jurisdictions as well as the continuation out
from The Bahamas to other jurisdictions,
provided of course that the continuation is

Incorporation under the IBC Act is
straightforward and can generally be completed
in 3-4 business days. Incorporation is deemed
to have taken place on the date the documents
are filed with the Registry.
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legal in the jurisdiction in question.
Liquidations
At the end of the useful life of the IBC, the
owners can choose to formally dissolve the
company by having the Registered Agent file
the necessary documents and fees, or allow the
company to lapse for non-payment of annual
fees. If the shareholders choose to allow the
company to lapse they should be aware that for
five years thereafter, the company will remain a
viable entity which can sue or be sued and have
claims brought against it by creditors. After
five consecutive years following strike off, an
IBC is deemed to be dissolved by the Registry
and cannot be restored without making an
application to court.
There also are a number of exciting new products
the Bahamas Government have put in place
over the last few years to enhance the Financial
Services Industry.
Foundations
The enactment of The Foundations Act 2004
made The Bahamas the premier Common Law
jurisdiction with respect to the domicile of
Foundations. Foundations were used in Europe
for many centuries for ecclesiastical purposes
and in the last century in the individual and
commercial contexts. The best-known civil law
foundations jurisdictions to date have been
Liechtenstein, Panama and the Netherlands
Antilles.
The Bahamian Foundations Legislation
builds upon the legislation in place in other
jurisdictions while taking into account the
specific requirements of civilian clients and
their need to exercise a certain level of control
over the vehicle which is unavailable with
trusts.
The use of Foundations is steadily growing as
clients become more aware of and comfortable
with this structure. Foundations are clearly
an exciting product which includes some of
the attributes of both the IBC and the Trust
introducing the best of both worlds to one entity.
The Bahamian Foundations legislation also
includes features that are unique and which sets it
apart from foundations in other jurisdictions.
continued on page 23...
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Bahamas Real Estate - On Solid Ground
BY Larry Roberts, CEO, Bahamas Realty Limited

N

o investment speaks more powerfully
about confidence in a country and its
future than investment in real estate. And
never in the history of The Bahamas has the
real estate market drawn more investment,
local and foreign, than now when the business
climate is sunny and hot and the welcome
mat is out.
Figures demonstrating the strength of the real
estate market are staggering. In a country with
a population of approximately 325,000 persons,
private sector foreign investment over the
past five years has totaled some $23 billion in
projects either approved, under construction
or actively on the drawing table.
What’s driving the boom is a combination
of what The Bahamas has to offer and how
limited the supply of land is. Although an
archipelago of 100,000 square miles, 95% of
The Bahamas is water with only 5,400 square
miles of land. Property is scarce, coastlines
limited and demand for the most desirable
beachfront competes with supply.
If supply scarcity drives price, what The
Bahamas offers -- climate, location, tax status,
sophistication and standard of living -- drive
interest. While there has always been a certain
romantic appeal about islands, the islands of
The Bahamas has a distinctive edge for second
home buyers. They are at the back door of the
United States, a half hour flight from South
Florida, the language is English, the safe and
peaceful country with a stable democracy
enjoys year-round warmth, there is a 278-yearold freely-elected, democratic government and
the currency is on par with the US dollar. Stateof-the-art telecommunications, dependable
infrastructure, skilled professionals, an
enviable standard of living among the highest
in the hemisphere and a tax-free environment
with no income tax, capital gains tax or
inheritance tax combine to create a desirable
environment for residency or investment. And
there’s a further safeguard -- funds invested
are guaranteed by The Central Bank of The
Bahamas to be returned in the currency of
origin should an investor wish to sell.
Adding to the appeal is the comfort level
provided by the rigidly regulated real estate

industry. All agents and brokers must be
licensed by the government-sanctioned
Bahamas Real Estate Association (BREA).
With more than 550 members, BREA sponsors
real estate courses, issues licenses, requires
adherence to a strict code of ethics and has the
power to suspend or revoke licenses. A bilateral
agreement with the National Association
of Realtors in the U.S. facilitates business
while protecting each other’s trademarks and
copyrights.
Real Estate firms in The Bahamas have been
savvy about networking with international
affiliations or franchises -- Coldwell Banker,
ERA, Sotheby’s International Realty, Christies
Great Estates, Leading Real Estate Companies
of The World, Luxury Portfolio, Board
of Regents of Who’s Who in Luxury Real
Estate, Savills International of the UK and
CB Richard Ellis.

investors and homeowners. Annual or
permanent residency options are available
with permanent residency being the most
advantageous.
From gated communities in Nassau, on
Paradise Island, in Grand Bahama to private
islands, from grand estates to hideaways on
once-slumbering Family Islands, the choices
are plentiful and prices range from under
$100,000 to multi-millions, with one island
recently changing hands at more than $45
million.

One of the newest and most popular investment vehicles is the condotel, a condominium
or single family residence that converts into
fully-furnished, upscale accommodations,
managed by a resort company and rented
when not owner occupied to earn revenue
for the investor and provide an alternative
to the traditional hotel for visitors. Kerzner
Investor-friendly legislation passed in the early International, developers of Atlantis,
1990s has made it easier for non-Bahamians to partnered with the Turnberry Group to create
purchase a condo, condotel, villa or residential a condotel on Paradise Island with prices from
property for a single-family
$850,000 to $7.5
dwelling. If the property
million. In Exuma,
is greater than five acres,
Grand Isle Resort &
and/or will be leased for all
Spa at Emerald Bay
or any portion of a year, is a
attracts international
...never in the history
multifamily or commercial
buyers with prices
property, approval from the
from $799,000 for
of The Bahamas
Foreign Investment Board
a one-bedroom to
has the real estate
and The Central Bank is
$5.1 million for a 4market drawn more
required. The payment of
bedroom penthouse.
a Stamp Tax (transfer tax)
On the island of
investment, local and
-- typically split between
Eleuthera, Sky Beach
foreign...
the buyer and seller -- of
Club offers fully2% for properties valued
furnished
and
less than $20,000 up to
equipped beachfront
10% for properties valued
and ocean/beach
above $250,000 is required on the sale of view villas and homes priced from $620,000
all real estate in The Bahamas. Legal fees to $3 million, including 25 hours of private
range from 1½% to 2½%, depending upon jet time.
value. Buyer and seller are advised to have
independent lawyers. If a real estate agent is Among other significant developments is a
involved in the transaction, the commission $300 million residential and marina project
is generally 6% on developed properties and underway on 470 acres at Baker’s Bay on
10% on undeveloped properties.
Guana Cay, Abaco created by the San
Francisco-based Discovery Land Company
The Government has also adopted an with 18-hole golf course and a 180-slip marina,
accommodating position on the granting Private islands can also be purchased, some
of residency permits to non-Bahamian with coconut trees the most permanent
2007 volume 8
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structure, others with main house, guest
cottages, dock, boat, golf cart and generator.
It’s not unusual to see a once-remote island
splashed across the TV screen or in a magazine
spread once a celebrity has discovered its beauty
and made it their home away from home.
Most international buyers want residences
to offer much of what a vacation stay would
feature. They want to be on or near the water
and close to golf, tennis, fine dining, banks,
boutiques, entertainment or other outdoor
activities. In gated communities, property
is typically priced according to amenities,
infrastructure, and often, the type of water
frontage. Beachfront, rocky shoreline or canal
frontage prices can range from $300,000 to
over $6 million for an undeveloped residential
lot. Waterfront condominiums range in price
from $400,000 to $6 million, although a
$15 million penthouse has been offered in
Lyford Cay, one of the most popular and
long-standing of the exclusive residential
communities. Located at the western end of
New Providence, the prestigious community
features an 18-hole golf course, tennis courts,
club house, full service marina and beach
front, canal front, golf course and golf/sea
view properties. Adjacent to Lyford Cay is the

...the real estate market
in the islands has held its
own and in many cases has
continued to climb in value
as the US housing market
has recently ebbed and
trembled.

newer Old Fort Bay community fronting on
one of the most spectacular beaches in The
Bahamas. The gated community has a lovely
private club house built from the ruins of an
old fort with canal front residences, town
homes and beach front properties priced from
$700,000 up to $12 million.
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Closer to the city of Nassau is the Sandyport
Development, pastel coloured canalfront
homes, townhomes and condominiums with a
small shopping centre and restaurants close by.
Prices range from $300,000 to $2 million.
Ocean Club Estates at the eastern end of
Paradise Island is one of the hottest highend developments. Built around a Tom
Weiskof-designed championship golf course
and stunning club house, homesites are
either on the water or golf course with sea
views. The development has attracted local
and international CEOs, sports stars and
celebrities. Prices range from $1.85 million
to $15 million.
In the south-eastern section of New
Providence, the residential community of
Port New Providence where every home site
is on the water appeals to the well-heeled
yachtsman or tennis buff for its lighted clay
courts and its proximity to the favourite
beaching, cruising and fishing destinations of
Rose Island and the Exuma Cays. Property
is priced lower than in some developments
as Port New Providence does not have a golf
course or fancy private club. Prices range from
$500,000 to $5 million.
The commercial property market has been
particularly active and buoyant in the retail
and warehouse sectors and less active in the
office sectors. Vacancy levels in the retail sector
is averaging approximately 5%, and 2% in
the warehouse sector. The demand for class
“A” office space has been fed primarily by the
financial services industry. During the past 3 – 5
years the demand for Class “A” office space has
been driven from existing businesses wishing
to either expand their premises or upgrade to
Class “A” from Class “B” accommodations.
The demand for office accommodations has
been concentrated primarily within a few
miles east and west of the Central Business
District (CBD). Traffic congestion within
the CBD, parking availability and proximity
to preferred residential areas has been the
principal reason why businesses prefer office
buildings in this zone. At the present time
there is 41,217 square feet available in this
zone representing approximately 6% of the
total inventory. The total Class “A” inventory,
in all sectors, is 657,813 square feet with total

vacancy of 107,883 square feet representing
16.4%. There has been a trend in recent years
for businesses, even in the offshore financial
sector, to own their own premises. Many of
the newer Class “A” buildings have an owner
occupier component.
The Class “B” sector has not faired quite as
well. This sector is made up of facilities that
cater to businesses that include local insurance
companies, accountants, lawyers, doctors and
other professionals that are not as high profile
as the offshore financial businesses. Again
many in this sector have chosen to either build
or purchase their own facilities thus freeing
up office space in existing buildings. At the
present time there is approximately 149,000
square feet available representing 20.13% of
the total inventory.
Although it has often been said that if America
sneezes, The Bahamas catches a cold, the real
estate market in the islands has held its own
and in many cases has continued to climb in
value as the US housing market has recently
ebbed and trembled. Property purchases do
not come with guarantees anywhere, but if
history serves as eyes into the future, where
real estate is concerned, The Bahamas is on
solid ground. 2
__________________________________
Larry Roberts is a second-generation Realtor
and CEO of Bahamas Realty Limited a full
service real estate company based in the Bahamas
with six offices located throughout the Bahama
Islands. Bahamas Realty Limited is one of the
largest and most respected real estate companies
in The Bahamas spanning 57 years and three
generations of active involvement in the real estate
industry. The company is the exclusive affiliate in
The Bahamas for Savills International Property
Consultants, the exclusive affiliate of The Leading
Real Estate Companies of the World and its Luxury
brand “Luxury Portfolio”, a member of the Board
of Regents of Who’s Who in Luxury Real Estate
and the local correspondent for CBRE CB Richard
Ellis a well known international real estate
company offering a wide range of commercial
property services. Mr. Roberts is a two-time and
current president of the government-sanctioned
Bahamas Real Estate Association which strictly
regulates the real estate industry.

Corporate Services...
...continued from page 20
Segregated Accounts Companies
When Segregated Accounts companies were
introduced by way of the passing of the
Segregated Accounts Companies Act 2004,
it ushered in another useful product to add
to The Bahamas’ portfolio of products.
Segregated Accounts Companies (SACs), also
called Protected Cell Companies in some
other jurisdictions, are generally used by the
investment funds industry and insurance
industries. The main benefit of a SAC is that
the assets and liabilities of each segregated
account in the company are exclusive to that
respective account and do not affect the other
accounts. As such, each account is insulated

and protected from the occurrences in the
other accounts.
Once an IBC has been incorporated, it can be
registered as a SAC. This Registration does
not change the company’s designation as an
IBC; it is simply an IBC registered under the
SAC Act. As such, in addition to paying the
annul fees for the IBC itself, annual fees also
need to be paid for the SAC and its respective
accounts.
The utilisation of SACs has been steadily
increasing and we anticipate further growth in
its use, in particular by the investment funds
industry.
Overall, the future of the Corporate Services
Industry in The Bahamas is bright. Government

has given its commitment to improving the
services it provides through the Companies
Registry and to look at ways to add new products
that would be of benefit to our clients. With that
approach there is little that stands in the way

of The Bahamas maintaining and improving
its status as the one of the premier Financial
Services jurisdictions in the world. 2
_________________________________
Yolanda Coakley is the Manager of Trident
Corporate Services (Bahamas) Limited, a
member of the Trident Trust Group (www.
tridenttrust.com), a leading provider of
corporate, trust and fund services with offices
worldwide. A graduate of Acadia University in
Nova Scotia, Canada, Yolanda has worked with
the BFSB on matters related to the corporate
services sector in Nassau.
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nnovative product and service developments can become institutionalised through
acceptance and adoption on a global basis.
This is evident, for example, when one
examines the changes in the private wealth
management requirements of clients, and
the responses generated by financial services
providers. Let’s look at the area of trusts.
Trustee Act, 1998

The modernisation of The Bahamas trust
law in 1998 brought new and exciting
developments to the arena of ordinary trusts.
Prior to the Trustee Act 1998, Bahamas trusts
were governed by the English Trust Law of
1893. However, the 1998 major overhaul
proved quite providential as significant
advances were made to reduce the barriers to
the concept of trust existing for persons from
regions such as Latin American (LATAM)
and Asia.
Trusts always have been a foreign concept
to civil law. When one examines the history
of countries in the LATAM region, greater
appreciation is gleaned for the difficulty they
experience at the prospect of willingly giving
ownership of their assets to a company whose
owners, directors and managers can change
on a dime. The concept of trusts is not only
alien but challenges the very reasons why they
chose to conduct business outside of their
home countries – lack of confidence in their
governments and the establishment. After all,
it has only been thirty years since the Brazilian
government took ownership of all bank
balances in excess of $15,000. We only need to
watch world news to see the predisposition of

Latin American governments to seize control
of privately owned assets.
However, it is the very nature of the trust,
providing for the legal and beneficial ownership
of assets to a third party and the much desired
confidential mechanisms to mitigate security
concerns, that positions it as an excellent
response to the Latin American market.
The Bahamas, with the astute guidance of
John Mowbray Q.C., clearly provided in its
legislation that the reservation of powers to
the settlor of the trust did not imply that the
trust was a sham. In so doing, the Trustee Act
of 1998 recognized the needs of clients from
regions such as Latin America and resolved
the difficulties arising from the Rahman vs.
Chase Bank Trust Company case. Section 3 of
the Trustee Act, 1998 states that the retention,
possession or acquisition of certain powers by
the settlor shall not invalidate a trust or the
trust instrument, or cause a trust created inter
vivos to be a testamentary trust or disposition,
or the trust instrument creating it to be a
testamentary document. In effect the settler
was empowered to reserve rights and powers
without inviting bare trust, nomineeship or
“sham” arguments.
The powers that a settler can now possess
in The Bahamas include one or more of the
following:
• revocation and withdrawal of powers or
property from the trust
• appointment or disposition over any of
the trust property
• appointment, addition or removal of

any trustees, protectors or beneficiaries
direct trustees re: exercise of their powers
consent to trustee actions or abstentions
to be a protector
to have interest in capital & income or
both
• to be interested in and/or control assets
underlying the trust
•
•
•
•

PWM Requirements may include:
• Flexibility in the distribution of the client’s
assets following his or her death;
• Wealth preservation for the next generation;
• Separation of income benefits from capital;
• Avoidance of lengthy and complicated
probate court procedures;
• Confidentiality;
• Maintenance of property for those who
cannot hold it for themselves, e.g. minors;
• Avoidance of disputes among heirs and
beneficiaries by securing the services of an
impartial person to administer assets;
• Protection of property and other assets from
legal and political actions that may be taken
against the Settlor and Beneficiaries by
transferring legal ownership to the Trustee;
• Creating or making provision for charities;
• Protection against exchange controls;
• Efficient and timely distribution of assets upon
death;
• Continuity of family businesses;
• Protection of assets from future personal
liability.
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This watershed development addressed the
significant impediments of clients and has
served to increase the use of trusts in cultures
where the concept of trust is not native and
control is placed at a premium. These features
are also useful where the trustee is, in many
cases, offshore and quite often in a different
time zone.
The provisions of Section 3(2) of the Bahamas
Trustee Act 1998 were substantively adopted
in the Cayman Islands (later in the same year),
and Bermuda in the following year. Significant
credence and affirmation has been afforded
to the Bahamas and Cayman statute as no
challenge has been launched in the courts
some 20 years later.
Disclosure
The OECD through its Global Tax Forum
has released a 250 plus page document
benchmarking disclosure policies and legal
provisions for the exchange of information.
However, what no national policy on
confidentiality or exchange of information
can anticipate or prevent is the flow of
information when family relations sour.
Where one may never be challenged by the
tax man, the probability of disputes arising
among family members, over the running
of the family businesses, spendthrift family
members or divorce, rises significantly. The
Bahamas sought, and delivered, very useful
mechanisms to protect families from human
nature with the ability to control the flow of
information to family members and associates.
In effect, the Bahamas legislation provided
that the flow of information is predicated
on the trustee’s discretion and only to those
with vested interest. There is no “right” to
know by non vested beneficiaries and, most
importantly, letters of wishes and other
documents are not disclosable. Further, the
minutes of Trustee meetings and legal advice

received by the trustee are not available to
beneficiaries.
The Trustee Act section 83, in regulating
information rights, distinguishes between
(1) beneficiaries who have vested interests
and (2) beneficiaries who do not have vested
interests. The latter group is comprised of
persons who are contingent beneficiaries
such as beneficiaries of a discretionary trust and
persons who are mere objects of discretionary
powers. This latter class is by and large the
dominant profile of beneficiaries of Bahamas
trusts. The legislation provides that contingent
beneficiaries do not have information
rights, except in one circumstance. At least
one contingent beneficiary must possess
information rights if there are no vested
beneficiaries. This of course is crucial to
meeting the litmus test for an ordinary trust;
that is, the provision that a trust instrument
must be enforced and, to give effect to such
enforcement, one person must possess the
necessary information on the trust. Where a
contingent beneficiary, or in fact any vested
beneficiary, has an information right only
information regarding the existence of the
relevant trust and the general nature of their
entitlement need be provided. The legislation
sets out two important qualifications to this
right to information. First, while a beneficiary
may possess an information right, the trustee
may choose to not provide such information
where it would not be in the best interest of
the beneficiary to receive it. Second, while the
legislation is clear that at least one person must
receive information to ensure that the trust is
enforced, the legislation does not specify that
the person must be a contingent beneficiary.
Consequently, there is a view that this person
could in fact be a Protector who has no interest
under the trust.
Several important clarifications were included
in the Trustee Act 1998:

1) Prohibitions against the disclosure in the
trust instrument are not to give rise to
any question as to whether the trust is
thereby rendered invalid.
a. No such prohibitions in the trust
instrument are to prejudice any
beneficiary who becomes aware of the
trust and who applies to the court for an
order relating to the trust.
b. Such application to the court has no
jurisdiction to cause information noted
below to be examined.
2) The trustee cannot be compelled (whether
by process of discovery or under any
principle of equity) to disclose to any
beneficiary (or other party) any
a. Letters of wishes
b.Documents which minute the
deliberations of the trustees or disclose
how they have exercised their discretion
(including any underlying material)
c. Or any other related documents
(including legal advice)
Investment Powers
Trustees have been subject to rules severely
restricting the types of investment modalities
in which they can invest the assets of the trusts
that they administer and manage. Interest
bearing instruments -- safe income -- of
limited kinds (no junk bonds) are the limit
of risk permitted or thought to be permitted
under the traditional rules. This changed
as countries like The Bahamas introduced
legislation (Trustee Act 1998) that permitted
a total return approach. With this legislative
power, Trustees could invest in securities
whether or not yielding interest or incurring
a liability. 2

Economic Census 2008
The Department of Statistics is charged under Section 4, Subsection 1 (b) of the Statistics Act, 1973 with the responsibility “to collect, compile, analyze, abstract and publish statistical information relating to the commercial, agricultural, mining, social, financial, economic and general activities
and conditions of The Bahama Islands.”
In April 2008, the Department will launch an Economic Census, incorporating the annual business establishment survey.
Questionnaires developed for the Economic Census have been designed to assist the Department in the annual Financial Services Industry Impact
analysis, in follow up to the report BFSB commissioned from Oxford Economics in 2006. BFSB, accordingly, has been working with the DOS in
ensuring adequate registers of financial services firms are included in their database for survey purposes.
Information collected will be held in strict confidence and used for statistical purposes only. In particular, data collected from the financial services
industry participants will be used to measure the contribution of Financial Institutions in the General Business Sector to total output during the
year and to provide information essential to the estimation of national income and gross domestic product of The Bahamas.
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BFSB MEMBERS LIST
BANKS & TRUST COMPANIES
Ansbacher (Bahamas) Limited
Arner Bank & Trust (Bahamas) Ltd.
ATC Trustees (Bahamas) Limited
BAC Bahamas Bank Ltd.
Banca del Gottardo
Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Limited
Banco Boavista Interatlantico, S.A.
Banco Votorantim S.A. – Nassau Branch
Bank of Nova Scotia International Limited
Bank of Nova Scotia Trust Co. (Bah) Ltd.
Bank of The Bahamas International
BankBoston Trust Company Ltd.
Banque Privee Edmond De Rothschild Ltd.
Banque SCS Alliance (Nassau) Ltd.
BNP Paribas (Bahamas) Limited
BSI Overseas (Bahamas) Limited
Blubank Ltd.
Butterfield Bank (Bahamas) Limited
Cayside Trust Company Limited
CIBC Trust Company (Bahamas) Limited
Cititrust (Bahamas) Limited
Clariden Leu Ltd., Nassau Branch
Commonwealth Bank Limited
Corner Bank (Overseas) Limited
Credit Agricole Suisse (Bahamas) Limited
Credit Suisse (Bahamas) Limited
Credit Suisse Investment Bank
Credit Suisse Nassau Branch
Credit Suisse Trust Limited
Credit Suisse Wealth Management Limited
Cuscatlan International Bank & Trust Ltd.
Dartley Bank & Trust Limited
Deltec Bank & Trust Limited
EFG Bank & Trust (Bahamas) Ltd.
Elco Bank & Trust Co. Ltd.
Experta Trust Company (Bahamas) Limited
Fidelity Merchant Bank & Trust Limited
Finter Bank & Trust (Bahamas) Limited
FirstCaribbean International Bank (Bahamas)
FTC Trust Co. (Bahamas) Ltd.
Gonet Bank & Trust Limited
Guaranty Trust Bank Limited
Hang Seng Bank (Bahamas) Limited
Hottinger Bank & Trust Ltd.
International Merchant Bank Ltd.
JPMorgan Trust Company
Julius Baer Bank & Trust Ltd.
Lombard Odier Darier Hentsch Private Bank &
Trust Ltd.
Metropolitan Bank (Bahamas) Limited
MMG Bahamas Ltd.
National Bank of Canada (International) Ltd.
Pasche Bank & Trust
Pictet Bank & Trust Ltd.
Private Investment Bank Ltd.
Royal Bank Financial Group
Santander Central Hispano Bank & Trust
Scotiabank (Bahamas) Limited
Sentinel Bank & Trust Limited
SG Hambros Bank & Trust Bahamas Ltd.
SYZ & Co. Bank & Trust

The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corp.
The Private Trust Corporation Limited
The St. James Bank & Trust Company Ltd.
The Winterbotham Trust Company Limited
Transamerica Bank & Trust Company Ltd.
UBS (Bahamas) Limited
Union Bancaire Privee Nassau Branch

BROKER DEALERS / SECURITIES
INVESTMENT ADVISORS
Argus Advisors
Accuvest Limited
Alliance Investment Management Ltd.
Bearbull International Limited
Colina Financial Advisors
FTC Asset Management (Bahamas) Ltd.
GEM Global Equities Management S.A.
Geneva Private Portfolio Management Ltd.
Gestfinanz (Bahamas) Ltd.
LOM Securities (Bahamas)
Maritime Securities Limited
Nordica Group of Companies
RMF Investment Products (Bahamas) Ltd.
Templeton Global Advisors Limited
Tillerman Securities Ltd.
273 Capital Management Limited
Van Daalen International Ltd.

FINANCIAL & CORPORATE
SERVICES PROVIDERS
AJK Corporate Services (Bahamas) Ltd.
Bahamas Co-operative League Ltd.
Black & Associates Limited
Bluewood Management Ltd.
Caledonia Corporate Management Group
Gouthro & Co.
International Protector Group
Management & Service Company Limited
Mercury Corporate Management Limited
Montaque Securities International
Mossack Fonseca & Co. (Bahamas) Limited
Offshore Managers Limited
Registered Agent Services Ltd.
Sovereign (Bahamas) Limited
The Bonnycord Group Limited
Trident Corporate Services (Bahamas) Ltd.
Windermere Corporate Management Ltd.
Worldwide Corporate Services Providers

INSURANCE (Domestic / International)
Bahamas First Holdings Ltd.
Britannia Consulting Group
ColinaImperial Insurance Limited
Five Oceans Life Insurance Company SAC Ltd.
J.S. Johnson & Company Ltd.
RoyalStar Assurance Ltd.
Summit Insurance Company Ltd.

Foyil Asset Management
Genesis Fund Services Limited
Swiss Financial Services (Bahamas) Ltd.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
ATTORNEYS
Alexiou, Knowles & Co.
Anthony Thompson & Co.
Callenders & Co.
Chancellors Chambers
Dupuch & Turnquest & Co.
Fitzgerald & Fitzgerald
Gibson & Company
Gibson, Rigby & Co.
Gouthro & Co.
Graham, Thompson & Co.
Halsbury Chambers
Higgs & Johnson
Higgs & Kelly
Holowesko & Company
Jerome E. Pyfrom & Co.
King & Co.
Klonaris & Co.
Lennox Paton
McKinney, Bancroft & Hughes
Rousseau & Cooper
Seymour & Co.

ACCOUNTANTS
Baker Tilly Gomez
BDO Mann Judd
Deloitte & Touche
Ernst & Young
FT Consultants Ltd.
KPMG
Pannell Kerr Forster
PricewaterhouseCoopers

E-BUSINESS & IT
Cable Bahamas Limited
IBM Bahamas Limited
International Private Banking Systems
Providence Technology Group
Systems Resource Group Limited

MEDIA, MARKETING, PUBLIC RELATIONS,
PUBLISHING
DBA Communications Inc.
Digital Isle Communications Group
Etienne Dupuch, Jr. Publications
The Counsellors Limited
The Nassau Guardian (1844) Ltd.
Thyme Online Ltd.

REAL ESTATE
Bahamas Realty Limited

OTHER MEMBERS
INVESTMENT FUND ADMINISTRATION
Butterfield Fund Services (Bahamas) Ltd.
Citco Fund Services (Bahamas) Ltd.
DPM Mellon (Bahamas) Limited

Colina Financial Group
Inventages WHealth Management Inc.
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